Abstract. CRESST-II, standing for Cryogenic Rare Events Search with Superconducting Thermometers phase II, is an experiment searching for Dark Matter. In the LNGS facility in Gran Sasso, Italy, a cryogenic detector setup is operated in order to detect WIMPs by elastic scattering off nuclei, generating phononic lattice excitations and scintillation light. The thermometers used in the experiment consist of a tungsten thin-film structure evaporated onto the CaWO 4 absorber crystal. The process of evaporation causes a decrease in the scintillation light output. This, together with the need of a big-scale detector production for the upcoming EURECA experiment lead to investigations for producing thermometers on smaller crystals which are glued onto the absorber crystal. In our Run 31 we tested composite detectors for the first time in the Gran Sasso setup. They seem to produce higher light yields as hoped and could provide an additional time based discrimination mechanism for low light yield clamp events.
INTRODUCTION
The CRESST-II experiment aims for direct detection of WIMPs via elastic scattering off nuclei of scintillating crystals. The scattering energy of impinging particles is transformed into phonons and scintillation light. The phonons enable us to precisely measure the energy of the particles, while the amount of emitted light enables us to determine their nature [1] .
A CRESST-II detector module consists of a phonon detector and a separate light detector [2] . The phonon detector is a cylindrical crystal of scintillating material, while the light detector is a thin wafer optimized for the detection of the scintillation light. The housing around them is covered with scintillating reflector foil. For signal read-out, both crystal and wafer have an evaporated thin film superconducting phase transition thermometer. The high temperature needed for growing good tungsten films results in a degradation of the light output of the scintillator crystal (see Fig.1 ).
In our previous run [2] , we observed 3 events in the WIMP signal acceptance region. An increase of the detected light signal would answer this question: It should help to clarify whether these events are just neutrons misidentified due to a low light output. Our approach was to increase the light output by avoiding the high temperature treatment of the crystals in vacuum and by this mean to prevent the crystals from degrading. The concept of composite detectors has been previously explored, for example for GNO [3] . For CRESST, we evaporated tungsten phonon detector thermometers onto small crystals and glued these thermometer carriers onto scintillator crystals of the same material; an example can be seen in Fig. 2 . We used two different glues; more details are described in [4] . Run 31 of the CRESST-II experiment included 13 modules with thermometers directly evaporated and four modules with composite detectors. Three of these were CaWO 4 and a fourth one ZnWO 4 [5] . Concerning future plans, the gluing technique might facilitate the detector mass production required for a ton-scale experiment like EURECA [6] . Results obtained with composite detectors in Run 31 are promising. The pulses of the individual crystals of a composite detector, namely the thermometer carrier and the absorber crystal, can be distinguished by their pulse shape.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Setup
The scintillating crystals used in CRESST-II have a cylindrical shape of 40 mm height and 40 mm diameter. The thermometer carriers have dimensions of 20 × 10 × 1 mm 3 . We used two different glues to connect the parts, Araldite 2011 for one detector named Hanna and EpoTek 301-2 for the other two called Maja and Rita. Both types of glue have proven to work under cryogenic conditions before. Nonetheless, after finishing Run 31, the absorber crystal of the detector Hanna was found to be destroyed by a crack reaching from the glue spot through the crys- tal. In spite of this fact, the energy resolution in Hanna was sufficient for dark matter search. Unfortunately, due to technical problems the light detector was not functioning so that Rita/Steven was the only composite CaWO 4 module with a working light detector
Calibration spectra
We calibrate detectors by exposing them to γ radiation from a 57 Co source. The calibration spectrum recorded with Maja can be seen in Fig. 3 . In addition to the lines at 122 and 136 keV, the escape peaks of W and a Pb line can be seen as well. For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the calibration spectrum of Julia, a typical standard phonon detector, that we will use as a reference here. Using the FWHM of the 122 keV line as a reference, one can compare the signal quality of the phonon detectors. Tab. 1 shows the values for the three composite detectors as well as for Julia. The composite detectors perform nearly as good as Julia, with the exception of Hanna, the broken detector.
Light Yield
In order to find out about the nature of a particle event, the data of the light detector and the phonon detector Figure 5 . Light yield plot taken with the module Rita/Steven. The shaded area indicates pulses in the energy range of Pbrecoils. For a possible explanation of the events around zero light yield see [7] .
have to be combined. This results in a plot where the particle energy, recorded in the phonon detector, is shown on the abscissa. The pulse height of the light signal divided by the particle energy is shown on the ordinate. This so-called Light Yield is normalized to 1 for γ particles at 122 keV. Fig. 5 shows such a plot, taken with the phonon detector Rita and its corresponding light detector Steven. In the shaded region between 100 and 120 keV, there is a population of particle events below the γ band. These events originate from 210 Po α-decays where the α-particle is absorbed in the surrounding scintillating reflector foil and the recoiling nucleon hits the CaWO 4 crystal [8] . The light signals show a faster rise time consistent with the fast scintillation time of the plastic reflector foil (see Fig. 6 ). As the same foil is used in every de- tector module, its absolute light yield is the same for every module. Hence it is possible to use the relation of the Light Yield of the γ band and of this spot as a mean for comparing the light output of different scintillator crystals without having installed a dedicated light detector calibration source in each module. By using this method however, there was no significant difference between the detectors Rita and Julia. Analysis of data gathered in Run 32, where the energy scale of the detector was calibrated by shining 6 keV X-rays onto the light detector, resulted in a light output of 2.36 % for Rita which is an extraordinarily high value, compared to standard detectors, where the value is around 1.3 %. The reason for this discrepancy remains to be clarified.
Pulse shapes Fig. 7 shows a γ event recorded by the module Rita/Steven. The pulse can be described as a sum of three exponentials [9] . When comparing this pulse with the one shown in Fig. 8 , one sees that the rise and decay times of the latter are much shorter. The first pulse was caused by an energy deposition in the absorber crystal while in the case of the second pulse, the deposition occurred directly in the thermometer carrier (cf. [4, 10] ). 
FURTHER RESEARCH
In spring of 2009, CRESST started a new run. Run 32 features 13 standard CaWO 4 detectors, two composite CaWO 4 and two composite ZnWO 4 detectors. Additionally, there is a detector which is designed to discriminate events caused by the holding clamps from the events created in the absorber crystal. We have used EpoTek for all composite detectors.
This detector consists of a thermometer film on a CaWO 4 disk of 40 mm diameter and 10 mm height which is glued to a cylindrical absorber crystal of 40 mm × 40 mm (see Fig. 9 ). In contrast to a standard phonon detector, this one is only held by clamps at the smaller disk. The clamp-event discrimination detector takes advantage of the different pulse shapes in order to separate events occurring in the clamps [7] from events occurring in the absorber: The events coming from the clamps should have a pulse shape similar to the events originating from the small part and thus should be distinguishable from events originating in the big absorber crystal.
CONCLUSION
The composite detectors included in Run 31 have generated valuable data. Measurements indicate that the composite detectors might have an advantage in light output, compared to conventional detectors. There is a possibility to use other, more delicate materials such as ZnWO 4 now, that they can be equipped with thermometers which was not possible before. Additionally, the different-sized crystals create pulses with differnt shapes, providing information about the origin of a recorded event. We will take advantage of this in Run 32, where a special detector is included in order to investigate in pulses created by the holding clamps.
